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SUMMARY


The equations of motion are derived, and a computational


procedure is presented, for determining the nonviscous flow


characteristics in the cross-sectional planes of a curved


channel due to continuous mass discharge or mass addition.


The analysis is applied to the radial inflow turbine scroll


to study the effects of scroll geometry and the through flow


velocity profile on the flow behavior. The computed flow


velocity component in the scroll cross-sectional plane,


together with the through flow velocity profile which can be


determined in a separate analysis, provide a complete descrip­

tion of the three dimensional flow in the scroll.
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INTRODUCTION


Although radial turbines have been in operation for a very


long time, there is a renewed interest in small radial inflow
 

turbines. With advantages such as high efficiency over the


limited range of specific speed, simplicity and ruggedness,


these units are used in different applications such as auto­

motive and diesel engines, aircraft cooling systems, and space


power generation.


References [1], [2] and [3] are some examples of the recent


interest in radial inflow turbine design and development. Several


studies dealing with the prediction of the performance of these


turbines can also be found in the literature [4-8]. While many


flow studies were concerned with the flow in the impeller, very


little has been done to investigate the flow in the rest of


the turbine components. An experimental and theoretical study


of the losses in the nozzle vanes and the vaneless nozzle is


reported in Ref. [9]. It has been shown in that reference, that


the performance of the vaned nozzle is greatly influenced by the


flow incidence angle at inlet to the nozzle vanes. Therefore,


in order to use any available loss analysis, the knowledge of


the flow conditions at exit from the scroll is essential. A


better understanding of the flow behavior in the scroll can thus


contribute to a more accurate performance prediction.


The radial inflow turbine scroll is usually arranged in a


helical configuration as shown in Fig. la to discharge uniformly


into the nozzle of the radial turbine or the impeller in the


case of nozzleless turbine. The actual flow in the scroll is


three dimensional, compressible and viscous. Even in the absence
 

of viscosity effects, the three dimensional flow is caused by the


continuous flow discharge from the scroll. Although under real


operating conditions other factors such as secondary flow effects


may contribute to the three dimensional behavior of the flow,


the effect of the radiai'omponent of the exit flux from the


scroll will have the most predominant effect over the three


dimensional flow behavior.
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The present study investigates the three dimensional flow


behavior in the scroll due to the continuous flow discharge.


The equations governing the flow 	 motion in the scroll are


formulated in a special way in order to be solved -in the-c-ross


sectional plane for a given through flow profile. Solutions


are obtained numerically for the 	 typical scroll cross sections


of Figures 2 and 3, and the results are presented to show the


effects of scroll geometry on the flow behavior in the scroll.


MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION


The differential equations governing the steady inviscid


flow motion in the cross-sectional plane of the scroll will


be developed. It is convenient for this purpose to consider


the control volume, a, shown in Fig. lb, which is contained


between two cross-sectional planes.


The Equations of Motion:


Referring to the control volume of Fig. lb, the equation of


conservation of mass can be written as:


If p q'n dS = 0 (i) 
S 
where p is the density, q is the flow velocity vector in the


scroll, and n is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface,


S, of the control volume. The surface, S, is the union of the


scroll surface S2 , the cylindrical surface of the flow exit


from the scroll Sl, and the two cross sectional planes A1


and A2.


On the two surfaces S1 and $2, q'n is equal to V-n, where


V is the velocity vector in the axial radial plane. Equation


(1) can therefore be rewritten as:


If pVn dS = Q 	 (2) 
Sl+S 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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where Q is the net mass influx through the planes A1 and A2 .
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The difference between the mass flux on the surfaces A1


and A2 due to the through flow velocity can be represented by
 

a continuous source distribution, g, in the control volume 0


according to the following relation:


Q = ff1 gdv (3) 
Substituting equation (3) into equation (2) and using


Gauss divergence theorem, we can write


ff1 div(p V)dv = If! gdv (4)SI 2 
Since this equation is correct for any arbitrary control volume


a of incremental depth, we can write:


V.(p V) = g (5) 
For irrotational flow, the conservation of momentum is 
satisfied by introducing the velocity potential function *, 
such that 
V = V (6) 
Substituting equation (6) into equation (5), we obtain the


following relation


V.pVO) = g (7) 
The following isentropic relation is used to determine the


density p, of the adiabatic, irrotational, nonviscous flow:


1


!

+ Y-= 2 qO+ T (8)


where p0 is the flow stagnation density, and T is the flow tem­

perature, which is a function of the stagnation temperature, To,


and the magnitude of the flow velocity, q, according to the


following relation:


4 
T = T (y-l) q2
 (9) 
0 2y R g 
For given inlet stagnation conditions, equations- C6- through 
(9) can be solved to determine the flow density, temperature and


velocity components, in the cross sectional planes of a scroll.


The solution will naturally depend on the source distribution


which corresponds to the through flow profile at each cross


section.


Equation (7) is rewritten in a different form, which will


be used in the iterative numerical solution later.


V = - V-Vp + g/p (10)p 
It can be seen from this form that the velocity potential in the


cross sectional plane is governed by Poisson's equation. The


first term on the right hand side of equation (10) is a source


or sink term contributed by the flow compressibility and the


second term in the same equation represents the contribution


of the through flow velocity to the source.


A very limited amount of experimental data is available


from flow measurements in the scroll. Reference [8] reports only


five points pressure measurements at one radial location, in


the scroll. On the other hand, the pressure measurements of


Ref. [10] in the centrifugal pump, were obtained at the volute


center. At the present time, detailed measurements through


scroll cross sections are not available. Several factors


such as the scroll radius of curvature, and the location of the


particular cross section under consideration can affect the


through flow velocity profile.


The condition of constant angular momentum has been applied


to the flow in the scroll, and vaneless nozzles [3, 10]. In


the absence of any blades to exert circumferential force on


the flow, the product (pwr) remains independent of the radial


distance r, from the machine axis, where w is the through flow


velocity. A variation in g, across the scroll cross section,


that is proportional to l/r, is one of the cases considered in the
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results. For a given mass flow in the scroll, the proportionality


constant will depend on the geometry of the cross section, and


on the ratio of the particular cross sectional dimensions to


the scroll radius of curvature at that section. A uniform, g,


distribution is. also considered, which corresponds to the case


of a scroll with infinite radius of curvature, or a straight


variable area tube with continuous uniform mass ejection. The


boundary layer development will naturally cause variation from


these profiles near the scroll walls, with the effects being


more pronounced in the latter scroll sections. A third type


of, g, distribution, namely that of a paraboloid of revolution


in the circular part of the scroll cross section was also


considered to study this viscous effect.


The Boundary Conditions


The equations governing the flow motion in the cross­

sectional plane of the scroll, have been derived in the previous


section. The boundary conditions will generally depend on the


scroll geometry and the mass flow rate in the scroll.


Figures 2 and 3 show some typical scroll cross sectional


geometries. Referring.to these figures, the flow boundary


conditions can be expressed as follows:


V'n = V on S (11)


V'n = 0 on S2 (12)


where V1 is the radial flow velocity at exit from the scroll.
 

The boundary conditions given by equations (11) and (12) are


of the Neumann type, when expressed in terms of the velocity


potential function 0:


-2 = V on S (13)
3n 1 1


Lt 10 , , ;on S2 (14)3n n 2 
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Equations (13) and (14) provide the boundary conditions


which are necessary to solve the governing equations (6), (8),


(9) and (10). Two of the parameters appearing in these equations


are not really independent. Both the source strength d-istri­

bution, g, due to the through flow, and the outlet velocity, V1 ,


are related to the total mass flow rate in the scroll.


Assuming axisymmetric flow conditions at the scroll exit,


and referring to Figures 2 and 3, we can write


f p1 V1 ds = m/2w R1 (15) 
B 
where m is the rate of total mass flow in the scroll. The


integral on the left hand side of equation (15) is carried over


the scroll exit width, B, of radial location, RI , of which the


density and velocity are equal to p1 and V1 respectively.


The mean value of g, can also be expressed in terms of the


total mass flow rate, m, as follows:


If g dA m/2w R1 (16) 
A 
where the integral on the left hand side is carried over the


scroll cross sectional area. Equations (15) and (16) can be


combined to give the following relation:


If g dA = I P1 V1 dS (17) 
A B 
It is well known that a solution to Poisson equation with


Neumann boundary conditions exists and is unique within an


arbitrary constant if Green's first integral theorem is


satisfied. Closer examination of equations (10) and (13) show


that in the special case of incompressible flow, equation (17)


represents Green's first integral condition.
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NONDIMENSIONAL FORM OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS


It is more convenient to express the flow variables in the


following dimensionless form:


= 4/V1 D , V V/V 1 
T = T/T 0 P = P/P , 
9 D


g - poVl g


where D is a characteristic dimension of the scroll cross-section,


which can be taken as the diameter in the typical sections of


Figures 2 and 3. The coordinates are also normalized with


respect to D. In the above equations and in the following


derivations, the radial exit velocity component, VI, will be


taken as constant across the scroll exit width, B. Using


equation (18), one can write the flow governing equations in


nondimensional form as follows:


Equations of Motion:


*2¢ 1 -

V = -* (V "V p) + g /p ( ) 
P


V =V (20) 
T Ck q*2 (21)


1 
p ( + Ck q 2 /T) y- (22) 
Boundary Conditions:


- 1 on S ! (23) 
an 
= 0 on S 2 (24) 
9n 
8


where


(j)
(Y-1) V22 
Ck yRT (25)g~o


Equations (23) and (24) show that the boundary conditions of


the nondimensional problem are homogeneous, thus leading to


self similar solutions in the case of geometrically similar


scroll cross sections with similar through flow profiles.


The above equations are not tractable to analytical solutions


in scroll cross sections such as the typical ones shown in


Figures 2 and 3. A numerical solution which is based on the


finite difference method is used to determine the two dimensional


velocity potential distribution on the scroll cross-sectional


plane. Before writing the governing equations in finite


difference form, equations (19), (20), (23) and (24) are rewritten


using the Cartesian coordinates as follows:


*2 2* =2 1 (u*a *P+) * * a- ±a * . u+ . av- + g /p (26)
2 aXy p 3x 8


* * 
u and v - (27) 
ax ay


1 on S1 (28)
ax 
* * 
n + ny -0 on S2 (29)-x 
ax*a2


where u , v are the x and y components of the nondimensional 
velocity vector in the cross-sectional plane, and nx, ny are 
the direction cosines of the unit vector which is perpendicular 
to S2
. 
According to equation (28), the two perpendicular 
axes will be taken such that y is in the direction of the 
machine axis. 
9Ql-ALI2y 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION


The derivations of the finite difference equations is


followed by a description of the iterative procedure used to


obtain the numerical solution.


The Finite Difference Equations:


Referring to Figure 4, the finite difference representation


of equation (26) is obtained using standard five-point Laplace


difference operator.


* * * * * F* 2 
€o [613(11+433)+ BB6 2 4 (4 2 2 + 4 )- D ]/(C1 3+C 2 4 ) (30)x 
where


22
= (Dx/Dy)BB 
C13 1/6163 , C2 4 = BB/6 2 54 , (31) 
613 1/(S1+63) 624 = i/(62+64) 
./6i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (32) 
* * 1 (U* p * 9P(* 

S=g /p -- . v - (33) 
P ax ay 
The first order derivatives needed in the u and v calcula­

tions, as well as the derivatives of the density in equation


(33), are evaluated using central difference formulas at the


interior points. Forward or backward difference schemes were


used in the first order derivative computations at the boundaries


of the scroll cross section. The boundary conditions can


generally be written in the following form:


n3x + - L (34) 
@ 3y ORIGINXLPkG1I 
O poR QUAL
Y 
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where n and n are the direction cosines of the normal to the 
boundary, and L is a constant which is equal to one or zero as 
in equations (28) and (29). 
Referring to Fig. 5, and for a general boundary -po-nt,-4j­
-bne can writethe boundary condition in the following finite 
difference form [11:


n n 6Dy4Dy


6 - 6 L (35)4 =(1 + n- -4n 4 Dx 3 n 
Similar equations can be written for the boundary points


on the other three quarters by proper permutation. The solution


to equations (30) and (35) is obtained using a successive


relaxation iterative method which is explained later. In the


following sections, the superscript star will be omitted for


convenience, when referring to the nondimensional variables.
 

Interdependence Between the Source Distribution and the


Boundary Conditions:


It is well known that in the case of Poisson equation with


Neumann boundary conditions, a solution exists, and is unique


within an arbitrary constant, if the following condition is


satisfied:


ff F(x,y) dA = f ds (36)
snA 
 
where F(x,y) is the source strength in Poisson equation, which


is equal to the sum of two terms on the right hand side of


equation (10). The integrals in the above equation are carried


over the solution domain, A, and its boundary, s, respectively.


In case the source distribution F(x,y) in the differential


equation is arbitrarily chosen, the above condition will not


necessarily be satisfied. This was the case in Ref. [15), in


which Briley, before proceeding with the numerical solution of


Poisson equation, added a uniform correction to the source


distribution. He "ccomplished that by computing numerically,


the difference E, betweentthe right hand and left hand sides of


equation (36), then subtracting the area averaged amount, E/A,
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fromthe value of F(x,y), at each grid point. In the case of


incompressible flow, such procedure is unnecessary since the


source strength, F, is equal to g, which already satisfies the


conservation of mass, given by the integral condition of


equation (17). For compressible flow solution, in which case,


F(x,y) is also dependent on the velocity and density at the


grid points, the average value of the difference between the


two sides of equation (36) is calculated numerically and


subtracted from the value of F at each interior grid point


before every iteration.


ITERATIVE PROCEDURE


A successive relaxation method is used to obtain the numeri­

cal solution. The following recurrence formula is used:


n+l (1[ *33]+ n
n = Cl-Wf)con + n+li+ n BB 624[ 22 + $44n+lII 
F 311 2 4 37 
- Dx2)/(C3 + C24) (37) 
The computations of the contribution of the compressibility to


the source term were allowed to lag the potential function


calculations by one iteration. Taking the value of the density


from the previous iteration is known to improve the stability


of the numerical solution to compressible flow problems [12].


Boundary Conditions in the Iterative Scheme:


The general recurrence formula for the iterative solution 
is given by equation (37). If this is used to determine the 
value of $ at all interior points, and equations similar to 
(35) are to calculate explicitly the boundary values of *, the


solution will not converge but will drift slowly and endlessly


[15, 161. Miyakoda [161 therefore recommended that the boundary


conditions be implicitly introduced into the difference


equations at the interior points next to the boundary such as


point 0 in Fig. 5. Referring to the same figure, the following


form of finite difference equation is- used at the interior
 

points adjacent to the boundary:
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nln n+l n n (_n+l - ( 1 0 )4 ° + W(61 3 [4iI + 3 3 ] + BB 624[422 + 1 
n n -­
+Z -pDy - -n+-l -- nx Dy 4-h -_ . F . . 
n Dx o ny Dx 3 n L Dx2)/(C13+C24 )


y (38) 
Similar expressions can be written for such points in the 
other three quarters 
n+lof the domain. These equations are solved 
algebraically for *o , appearing in both sides. The solutions 
to the difference equations consisting of equation (37) at the 
regular interior points and equation (38), at the interior 
points adjacent to the boundary, was found to converge. The 
numerical values of the potential function at the interior 
grid points calculated in this fashion are'then used in 
difference equations (35) to compute the values of 4 at the 
boundary points. 
Choice of Under-Relaxation Factor:


The convergence of the numerical solution to Poisson


equation is known to be sensitive to the relaxation factor.


In the matrix solution to compressible flow equation in turbo­

machines using the relaxation methods, the under-relaxation


is known to get stronger as the Mach number approaches unity.


The boundary conditions in those problems are different however


from those involved in the present study. In addition to


Dirichlet type at parts of the domain boundary, they include
 

periodicity and specified flow angles over the rest of the


boundary. Furthermore, solutions to the Reynolds equation


which is similar to equation (7), were also easily obtained


using relaxation methods in both lubrication problems [131,


and magnetostatic fields [14], when Dirichlet type boundary


conditions were involved. In such cases an optimum value of


the under-relaxation factor can be used at all grid points.


In the present solution an optimum value was determined by


trial and error and was used in equation (37) at all the regular


interior points that are removed at least one grid point from


the boundary. The same value of, w, was not necessarily used
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in equation (38) at the interior grid points adjacent to the


boundary. When necessary, other values of w were chosen in


order that the following condition is satisfied:


Nn 
24_ a .__Z)/( 0 3 + C2 4 )) 0 (39)24- n-y D4 

RESULTS AND DISCU$SION 
A computer program has been developed to solve the governing 
flow eqations in the cross-sectional planes of the scroll of 
arbitrary cross section. The input to the program consists of 
the fluid properties at the scroll inlet, the exit radial velo­
city, the scroll geometric dimensions and the through flow 
velocity profile. The typical geometric parameters needed in the 
input are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the symmetric and 
nonsymmetric scroll cross sections. The maximum number of allow­
able mesh points is (50 x 30), in the x and y directions,


respectively. In all the results presented here the computation


time did not exceed 30 CPU seconds.


The results of the computations are presented in the form


of plots of constant potential contours, and arrows showing


the velocity directions in the scroll cross sectional plane.


The effects of through flow velocity profile, scroll cross


sectional geometry, and compressibility on the flow behavior


in the cross sectional plane are investigated.


Figures 6 and 7 were obtained using uniform source distri­

bution, representing uniform through flow velocity profile.


The results obtained using a source variation which is proportional


to Yr are presented in Figures 8 through 11 to show the effects


of the scroll curvature. Figures 12 and 13 present the results


in the case of a circular paraboloid source distribution.


All the results of Figures 6 through 13 were computed for a


scroll with symmetric scroll cross section, in which case it was


sufficient to carry out the computations in only half the cross
 

section. Zero potential gradient was specified in this case
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at the axis of symmetry. The results obtained from computations
 

in a scrollwith an unsymmetric cross section are shown in


Figures 14 and 15. The compressible flow results, which were


obt-a-ined -at an- exit Mach numb- of- .7,-are pre'sented in


Figures 16 and 17. All the last four figures were obtained


with a uniform source distribution, i.e., excluding the influence


of the scroll's curvature. In all the figures, higher velocity


potential gradients are observed at the exit portion of the


scroll cross sections. This means velocity components


in the cross sectional plane are higher in magnitude in


this region than in the rest of the scroll cross sections.


Since the solution for the velocity potential is unique within


an arbitrary constant, the value of 0.1 was always chosen at


the neck of the cross section in order to compare the different


results.


Figures 6 and 7 show in the case of symmetric scroll cross


section with constant through flow velocity profile, that no­

where in the flow field does the velocity have component in the
 

radially outward direction. The largest radial velocity com­

ponents are observed at the scroll exit portion, decreasing


constantly to zero value at the radially farthest scroll


surface point on the axis of symmetry.


Figures 8 through 11 show the velocity potential distri­

bution ,and the velocity direction in the case of a source


distribution which is inversely proportional to r. The first


two figures correspond to a ratio of the scroll's radius of


curvature to cross sectional diameter of 3.0 while the last


two figures show the results for R/D of 1.5. The influence of


the scroll's curvature on the flow behavior can be detected by


comparing Figs. 9 and 11 with 7; and 10 and 12 with 8. It can


be seen that the influence of the curvature is limited to the


radially outward part of the cross section, leading to a


difference in the direction of the velocity vector in the cross


sectional plane. Some radially outward velocities can be


observed in Figs. 9 and 12, although the magnitudes of the
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velocity in this region are very small. The ratios of R/D in


Figs. 8 through 11 are quite low however, and were merely


selected for the purpose of illustration. Such magnitudes


would not be encountered in radial inflow turbine scrolls,


where the value of R/D constantly increases from its minimum


value at the scroll inlet. It can therefore be concluded


that in most scroll cross sections it is sufficient to


consider constant source distribution in the cross sectional


computations.


Figures 12 and 13 show the results obtained using a


circular paraboloid source distribution, which represents an


extreme case corresponding to fully developed pipe flow. It


can be seen from these figures that some radially outward


velocity components, even though of very small values, are


observed at radially outer portion of the scroll cross section.


In this case, the magnitude of the velocity component in the


cross section plane, as measured by the velocity potential


gradient, is generally smaller in most of the scroll cross


sections, compared to the case of constant source distribution.


It should be pointed out, that in all the cases of Figures


8 through 13, the values of the integral of the source dis­

tribution over the scroll cross section were all the same and


equal to the value for the case of constant source distri­

bution of Figures 6 and 7.


The velocity potential contours and the velocity directions


of the velocity vector in a nonsymmetric scroll cross section


are shown in Figures 14 and 15. These results were obtained


using uniform through flow profile. It can be seen that the


flow behavior is generally smoother in this case, which can be


a result of the more gradual change in the scroll section in


the direction of the machine axis. This type of scroll cross


section, can therefore be recommended over the symmetric


section.


The,compressible flow solution corresponding to an exit


Mach number of 0.7 is shown in Figures 16 and 17. These results,


in a symmetric scroll cross section, were calculated assuming
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constant through flow velocity profile. By comparing these


two figures with the incompressible results of Figures 6 and 7,


it can be concluded that the shape of the velocity potential


contours is unaffected by compressibility. Consequently, the


shape of the streamlines is not changed by compressibility,


although the magnitudes of the velocities are. While higher


velocities are observed in the scroll neck region, lower


velocities are found in the rest of the scroll cross sectional


plane as compared to the incompressible case.


CONCLUSION


The known through flow velocity, which is used to provide


the source distribution, and the computed flow velocity in the
 

cross sectional plane provide a complete description of the


three dimensional flow field in the scroll. A derivation of the


equations governing the flow motion and a computational


procedure for determining the flow velocities in the cross­

sectional plane are presented in this study. Other simplified


flow models can be used in the through flow velocity compu­

tations.
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NOMENCLATURE


Ck Nondimensional expression defined in equation (25). 
B Scroll exit width, Figs. 2 and 3. 
BB,C1 3,C 2 4  Expressions defined in equation (31). 
Do Scroll inlet diameter, Figure 1. 
D,H Characteristic dimensions of the scroll cross­
section, Figs. 2 and 3. 
F Expression defined in equation (33). 
g Source strength distribution in the scroll cross­
section, due to the through flow. 
L A constant equal to one or zero on the boundary, 
equation (34). 
m Total rate of mass flow in the scroll. 
n 	 Local unit vector normal to the scroll surface.


nx ny 	 Components of the unit vector n, in the x and

y directions, respectively.


q Velocity vector in the scroll.


Q Difference in rate of mass flow across two radial


planes, equation (2).
 

R1 Radius of the scroll exit, Fig. 1.


R Gas constant.


g


S Surface of the control volume 0, Figure 1.


s 	 Distance along the boundary contour of the scroll
 

cross section.


T 	 Local static gas temperature..


T 0Stagnation 	 temperature.


u,v 	 Velocity components in the scroll cross sectional


plane in the x and y directions, respectively.


Velocity vector in the axial radial plane.


V1 	 Velocity component in the radial direction at the


scroll exit.
 

20 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIT­
V 
Greek Symbols


*The velocity potential function in the cross­
sectional plane. 
p Local gas density. 
PO Stagnation density. 
Pi Flow static density at the scroll exit. 
6 Mesh size parameter, Fig. 4. 
6131624 Expressions defined in equation (31). 
0Successive relaxation factor.

9 The control volume of Fig. 1.

Subscripts

i=1,2,3&4 Refer to parameters associated with the five
 
mesh points of Fig. 4.

x,y Refer to derivatives in the x and y directions.

Superscripts

* Refer to the nondimensional variables. 
nn+l Refer to the previous and present iterations.
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FIG, 6, 	 NON-DIMENSIONAL VELOCITY POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION IN A SYMMETRIC SCROLL CROSS SECTION


FOR UNIFORM THROUGH FLOW VELOCITY PROFILE.
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FIG, 15, THE DIRECTION OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR INTHE CROSS-SECTIONAL PLANE OF A


NON SYMMETRIC SCROLL FOR UNIFORM THROUGH FLOW VELOCITY PROFILE.
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APPENDIX


COMPUTER PROGRAM AND INPUT PREPARATION


A brief description of the input and output of the computer


program will be given in this appendix. A listing of the program,


which can be used to solve the equations of potential flow in


the cross-sectional planes of radial inflow turbine can be


obtained from


Description of Input and Output


The computer program requires as input the cross sectional


plane geometry, the radius of curvature at the plane, appropriate


shape of the through flow profile, and the operating conditions


such as the inlet velocity and the inlet total temperature.


Any consistant set of units can be used in the input data. The


computations are carried out and the results presented in


terms of the dimensionless quantities given in equation (18).


The output obtained from the program includes cross­

sectional plane velocities and potential velocity values through­

out the region of solution.


Input Data


First Set (Fluid Properties), one card


READ: RG, GAMA, TO, VE


according to format (4F10.0)


RG Gas constant.


GAMA Ratio of specific heats.


TO Stagnation temperature.


VE 	 Scroll exit velocity in radial direction.


Second Set (Scroll Geometry), one card


READ: Ml, M2, DO, Rl, B, H, R, RC


according to format (2110, 6F10.0)


Ml, M2 	 Number of mesh lines in the circular part of the


cross-section of the scroll in the x and y


directions, respectively (Figure 3a).


DO 	 Scroll inlet diameter.
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R1 Scroll radius of curvature, Fig. la. 
B Width of the scroll exit, Figs. 2 and 3. 
H Length of scroll exit nozzle, Figs. 2 and 3. 
R Radius of the scroll cross-section equal D/2, 
Figs. 2 and 3. 
RC Radius of exit portion of the unsymmetric cross­
section, Fig. 3. 
Third Set (Control Parameters), one card


READ: ICOM, ISYM, IFG, IPAP, IFREVO


according to format (5110)


ICOM 	 Parameter to control type of calculations.


ICOM = 0 for incompressible flow and ICOM = 1


for compressible flow.


ISYM 	 Parameter to control type of scroll cross section.


For symmetric cross-section ISYM = 1, and for


unsymmetric cross section ISYM = 0.
 

IFG, IPAP, Parameters to control the mass source distribution


IFREVO (i.e., the type of through flow velocity profile).


(i) IFG = 1, IPAP = 0, IFREVO = 0, for an


arbitrary source distribution. In this case


the value of the mass source is fed as input


at all the interior mesh points.


(ii) IPAP = 1, IFG = 0, IFREVO = 0, for a circular


paraboloid source distribution.


(iii) IFREVO = 1, IPAP = 0, IFG = 
 0, for free


vortex source distribution


(iv) IFG = 0, IPAP = 0, IFREVO = 
 0, represents the


uniform source distribution.


Fourth Set (Numerical Parameters), one card
 

READ: ITMAX, EPSMAX, WO, WOP


according to format (110, 3F10.0)


ITMAX 	 Maximum allowable number of iterations. 

EPSMAX 	 The largest tolerable value of the square of the 

sum of the absolute values of the deviations of 

qi'j from their previously computed values. 

WO, WOP 	 Successive relaxation factors, for interior mesh 

points, and for the points adjacent to the 

boundaries, respectively. 
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Fifth Set (Output Control Parameters), one card


READ: IP, IVPLOT, IPLT


according to format (3110)


IP 	 Frequence of intermediate printout. Solutions are


printed after every IP iterations.


IVPLOT 	 Parameter to control plotting of program output,


IVPLOT = 1, a plot is prepared; if IVPLOT = 0,
 

no plot is prepared.


IPLT 	 Number of contours in the output plot for the


potential velocity.


Sixth Set (Values for Velocity Potential Contour Plotting), number


of cards is equal to IPLT


READ: VISOBR


according to format (F10.0)


VISOBR Numerical values of the velocity potential


contours to be plotted as output.


Seventh Set (Arbitrary Source Distribution)


Is required only in the case of arbitrary source dis­

tribution, i.e., IFG = 1. The value of the source distribution


F(I,J) is read in DO loop according to format (8F10.0).


The input data is fed starting from I = 1 to I = M3 , and


marching in J direction from J = JL, JU as shown in figure


1A.


Output


The program output includes a printout of the pertinent flow


properties at all the grid points every IP iterations and of


two figures one for the desired velocity potential contours as


specified by IPLT and VISOBR and the second showing the velocity


direction in the cross-sectional plane.


Explanation of the labels of the print output are given


below:


F Vector containing the values of Poisson's source


strength at each grid point.


P Vector containing the values of the potential


function 6 at all grid points.
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PBX, PBY Vectors containing the values of 
boundaries. 
on the scroll 
VV Vector containing the absolute values of the 
velocity vector V, at each grid point. 
VVBX, VVBY Vectors containing the-absolute va-l-ues- of the 
Velocity vector V, at the boundary points for 
each I and J mesh lines, respectively. 
THETA Vector containing the values of the angle between 
the velocity vector V, and the x-axis at each 
grid point. 
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17 -0.AS3o29bu90-01 
I8 0.Ab1950I960-0l 
29 -0.432409Z490-0l 
20 -0.374345ST7O-01 
.21 0.0 
22 O.46351049t)-oI 
e3 0.9056634350-O1 
Z4 0.1346402322) 00 
25 0.1?905188503 00 
40 0.2239735a10 00 
2? 0.26S521150 00 
28 0.3157l68.?90 00 
29 0.3627054&3b0 00 
30 0.410622121D3 00 
33 0.4593127440 013 
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.. V650556130-01 -O.3970*48219-0l 
7 -0..48029370-010.4 951 6Z50-01 
8 -0).5b294e01b0-0l -0.458071744001L 
9 -0.5622026320-01 -0.4.3252955D-0t 
to -O.55849114OD--01 -o.5073895890-0 
VELOCITY COMP. U&V IN THE XZ Y DIR. 
I tU V 
2 1 0.5406364730-03 0.0 
2 2 0.433514420D-03 -0.8646499000-03 
2 3 0.275906843DM03 0.192937381D-03 
2 4 0.1247729tD-0J 0.13b6382440-02 
2 5 0.4809022790-03 -0-5216054200-03 
3 1 O.tflO58976D-02 0.0 
3 2 0.1o68033090-02 -0o.I138356640-02 
3 3 0.1306a7575D-02 -­O.343931741D-03 
3 4 0.6979866%D-03 0365976810D-03 
3 5 -0.2904816320-0J 0.718392642D-03 
3 6 0.5-6919660-03 0-6482817260-03 
A 1 0.339384838D-02 0.0 
4 2 0.32938499.0-02 -0.1359363910-02 
4 3 0.298440632D-00 -0.7775970450-03 
4 4 0.248b70142D-02 -0.240974547D-03 
4 5 OQ18721259,b-02 0.2166834710-03 
4 e 0.144544030--02 0.743053505D-03 
4 7 O.10b5493810-02 O.14jso94190-02 
4 8 0.2188441460-02 0.b718J1307D--3 
5 1 0.528S26687D-02 0.0 
5 2 0.520019007D-02 -0.54779 90-02 
5 3 0.491770300D-O0 -0.I149080250-02 
5 4 0.446b57375D-02 -0.746303.93D-03 
6 b 0.390713592D-OZ -0.324068478--03 
5 6 0.332735810D-02 0.17756737.D1-03 
5 7 0.267670539D-02 O°80.JboyeO-03 
5 8 0.1a8073729D-2 0.I2800 860-02 
6 I 0.74816009D--u 0.0 
6 4 0.73q926896D-0Q -O. T26927780-02 
b 3 O.1 tb7b54D-UZ -. L1IO02133D-02 
6 40.6b459983I0-02 -0.1251$420JUh02 
C 5 0bt)0473019D-02 -0.$2J571010-03 
6 6 0. 35958072U-0 -u.48arJ6966-vuj 
5 7 O.459939b980-02 .0484733781D-04 
6 8 O.3S0o0JTbZD-2 0.81060305.0-01 
6 9 O.300I 47120-02 0.1 50t85310-02 
7 1 0.100145109D-01 0.0 
7 2 0-9 2012633D-02 -0.1917V822-50-02 
7 3 O. 
9 
600.o0230-02 -0.IV024s0910-02 
7 4 0.907118799D-02 -0.112149t4V-04 
7 5 0.6J77915900-02 -0.1bZ2600-02 
7 6 
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7 9 0.46707385D-2 0.1124044600j' 
7 10 0.4416bOA9bO-02 D,151497386U-02 
8 I 0.1293808bD-O 0.0 
a 2 0o10408842JD-01 -0.214077844-02 
a 3 0.1243793230-0 -0.23b25b7700-02 
a 4 0.1179959200-01 -0.247428632D-02 
a 5 O.109623464-01 -0.243J727760-02 
a 6 0.9977353230-02 -0.2211313630-02 
a 7 O.888543576D-02 -01791199$50-O 
O 8 0.770522&54D-02 -O.1172b02370--02 
8 9 O.6402533090-U2 
-0.391268524D-03 
a t0 0.478355850D-02 O.920211545D-03 
9 1 0.1o33186330-03 0.0 
9 2 .1618962380-0t -0.241825893-02 
9 3 0.15b9211900-01 -0.2932bO6IbD-02 
9 4 0.t4bUS 12$D-O -0.328773559D-02 
9 5 0.138480008D-0t 
-0.3434524870-02 
9 6 0.12b435635D-01 
-0.2345674420-02 
9 7 01133d21640-0 -0.302101119D-02 
9 a 0.9973640940-02 
-0.248624346D-02 
9 9 0.8564t1841D-02 -0.17976203bD-0 
9 to g.ijiojaiSaO-oz ..0.486525053D-04 
20 1 0.203043364D-01 0.0 
10 2 0.201093709D-01 -0.2780Z2770-02 
s0 3 0.9400981D-01 -0.366346293D-02 
20 4 O.10A4340jw-Q3 
-0.433I404530-02 
10 5 0.170751999D-01 -0.4b78776860-02 
10 6 0.t557627850-I -0.4721097970-02 
10 7 0.1400323310-01 -0.461122370-02 
10 a 0.1242763380-01 
-0.894658037U-02 
10 9 0.1089319100-01 0.3246507080-0Z 
to 10 0.9420318070-02 
-0.1092549030-02 
11 1 0.250080345U-01 0.0 
12 2 0.247295792D-01 
-0.3272497200-02 
11 1 0.238236040-01 
-0.465750840-OZ 
31 4 0.2241593420-01 -O &5626330bU--OZ 
It 5 0.2067559540-OL 
-0.6261649940-02 
11 6 0.i*77063430-01 
-0.6417641210-02 
11 7 0.1684302470-01 -0.616965595)-02 
it 8 0.149977539D-01 -0.559026550D-02 
13 9 0.133038511-01 
-0.4804936070-02 
II 10 0.117998647D-0 -0.218490347D-U 
12 1 O.306618840U-01 0.0 
2 2 0.30248810OD-0­ -0.390529683D--U0 
12 3 0.289576234D-01 -0.597710795D-02 
12 0.2r0OOb709D-01 
-0.74uoogE40-02 
12 5 0.246b3o011-O3 
-0.8324076700-Z 
12 b 0.2197g128D-UI -0.8556"&072-02 
12 7 0.197909155U-01 
-0.643400e660-02 
12 8 0.I75$90163D-U -0.748575390-"04 
12 9 O.2SbUO2759D-Ol -0.6-4b436980-02 
42 10 O. 
3 
4110 
9 1 
t30-01 -0.3b0$4b990-2 
13 1 OJ759311363D-0 0.0 
13 z 0.369567035D--01 -0. 49767b78O-02 
13 1 0.3504739OD--01 -0.767970759D-02 
13 4 O.J22605456-l 
-0.94519b0160--0 
13 5 0.290473b6W-O -0.11072o08O0-0 
13 6 0.2078087070-01 -0.1129502600-01 
13 7 0.2274224610-.01 -0.10777.3504U-01 
I3 b 0.2007312000-01 -. 70bg2b13U-04 
13 9 0.1787774U60-0 -0.8277044200-02 
13 10 0.16218710ID-0l -0.5269839340-U2 
3* 1 0. b32039b00-01 0.0 
14 2 0.45292t,9470-0I 
-0.6b3I3?735100-0Z 
14 3 0.423490?570-0 -0.1067S2b590-Ul 
t4 4 0.3&2458071-01 -o.1jb699o3-0 
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I. 5 0.3375206750-0I 
14 6 0.29*30.1840-O 
14 7 O.2553956b5D-0J 
14 6 0.240?30-0I 
14 9 0497137030-01 
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15 2 0.559b490610-0j 
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16 7 0.297027034D-01 
16 a 0.2525984700-01 
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17 2 O.98189811D-Ul 
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17 4 0.b92371118D-03 
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Ie I 0.132606904c 00 
t8 2 0.1191123360 00 
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t9 2 0.186B38240 00 
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27 2 0.9179212b 00 
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0.0


-0.2034073240-01


-0.320037677D-01


-0.7273402'-01


-0.365154524D-0j


-0.3298948I40-01


-0.226662090-01


-0.22953379D-0l


0.0


-0.3457L2974D-0I


-0.522358704D-01


-0.540259068D0-0I


-0.4913804530-01


-0,41IT5944IY0l


-0.3344S3145--01


-0.2o6402E700-01


O.


-0.650T5S13b0)-01


-0.87997262-01


-0.778789500-01


-064456454IU'O3


-0.519819820-0I


0.0


-0.13752058JD 00


-0.15756964U0 OU


-0o.I05 970980 00


-O.8OJ3a532-01


0.0


-U.b86440 49-01


0.0


-0.11155657500t


0.0


-0.175403322D-04


0.0


0.2J89796o90-03


0.0


0.704371.SV,-03


0.0


0.1024429W-02


0.0


01I192470a9U-0
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28 1 
28 2 
29 1 
29 2 
30 1 
30 2 
31 1 
31 2 
32 1 
32 2 
UBK2 
 
-0.68889924bD-03 
 
0.4121553900-03 
 
0.4064117160-03 
 
0.187194278D-02 
 
0.307810624D-02 
 
0.3358129260-02 
 
0.4449329330-02 
 
0.51303787D-02 
 
0.5869087620-02 
 
0.0 
 
0.15674050D-01 
 
0.171122738D-02 
 
0.1&18247250-01 
 
O.12310962 01 
 
0.219299S770-01 
 
0.268626486D-01 
0.2685492370-01 
 
0.932202206D 00 
 
0.9326431040 00 
0.94082o1350 00 
0. A853442IP 00 
0.96bOB759t 00 
0.9b52725a06 00 
0.9$24333140 00 
0.98252S7950 00 
 
0.9957920860 00 
 
0.9958142570 00 
VBX2


-0.1 i4229893D-02 
0.549540520D-03


0.3983631 2D-03


0.140395709D-02


0.1777145460-02


0.1466607770-02 
0.1399249340-02


0.1048a6b70D-02 
Ob.898655000-03


0.0


0.I bT3SOSbD-02 
-U.3493U2627D-02 
-0.b73812306D-02


-0.8393l3b50-02


-0.12bblb70D-01


0O.2010698b5D0I 
-0.2o3240903D-01 
0.0


0.1325466530-U


0.0


0.1429637990-02 
O.V


0.150491140D-02


0.0 
0.155043761D-02


0.0


0.15656460D­
51


0.3449630470-01 
 
0.374073S9D-01 
 
0.9eT0396990 00 
 
0.8U42871720 00 
 
0.8814777660 00 
 
0.888233063D 00 
 
0.89493324D 00 
 
0.9108924700 00 
 
0.9249500090 00 
 
0.9403361*90 00 
 
0.9567327230 00 
 
0.973812447D o0 
 
0.9912391430 00 
 
0.9912391430 00 
 
UIsT 
 
-U.31o6104O-4 
 
0.5b9139668-04 
 
0.14ba7008bD-03 
 
0.132003862D-03 
 
0.30Z975318-OJ 
 
0.1-6369652D-02 
 
0.347298747-03 
 
-0.4599507300-0I


--. 7723bb40-01


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


0.0


VOYI 
 
--0.3Jlb47b0 -­
t03 
 
0.343277520D-03 
 
0.66573l940-03 
 
0.11314035bD-02 
 
0.9b441997bD-OJ 
 
0.195lb95b0-Oa 
 
O.2O b2042D-02 
 
USY2 Vb74 
0.10000uuuo U0 0.0 
0.614357359U-01 -O.JOU972410D 00 
0.4665b75b3D-Ul -0.14OJ5902b 00 
0.4009U844SU-Ot -0U9177?9sD0-l 
0.371b77JJU-01 -0.64Jb9133911-01 
.O. 27121570-0) -0.4JO2b28UT -01 
0.2t5237694-01 -0.29100b4U-UI 
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0.339770359D-O2 0.25402769002o U.z439,05u001 -O1494910U


0.1593413760-02 0.2150bbUD-02 0.2130231290-01 -0.0317l81OD-UI


ABSOLUTE VELOCITY C 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
a 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
6 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
74 
 
7 
 
1 
 
ITS 

I 
 
DIR. 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
1, 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
a 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
A 
 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
8 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
a 
 
9 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
5 
 
6 
 
WITH T.E X COO.


VV 
 
OS40636473D-03 
 
0.9672405090-03 
 
0.3366740540-03 
 
0.136210924D-02 
 
0.709522853D-03 
 
0.t8015897D-02 
 
0.2019452950-02 
 
0.135137459D-02 
 
0.78708Z3210-03 
 
0.774098423-03 
 
0.048167061.-03 
 
03.39348380-02 
0.356332957a-02 
0.3004045763-02 
 
0.250034U72D-02 
 
O.l8462452D-02 
 
0.162b2b4SD-02 
 
0.243a27419)-02 
 
0,2289242963-02 
 
0.52852b667>-02 
 
0.542b4812D-02 
 
0.50501b7lb-z 
 
0.452947945-02 
 
0.392061865002 
 
0.2796393760-02 
 
O.203437049)-02 
 
0.748160094j-02 
 
0.7t95122180-02 
 
0.?2701b61).-02 
O.67t,28J83-02 
 
0.61258a1020-02 
 
0.5300699170-02 
 
0.4O0024U84)-02 
 
0.3085b2bebO-02 
 
0.39945219ID-02 
 
0.10014bt090-01 
 
0.101077*730-Ut 
 
0.9787319tL4)-02 
 
0.925101208-02 
 
0.0531643b60-02 
 
0.7661292452-04 
 
THETA


0.0


296.6186


34.9646


84.7445


312.6612


0.0


325.6789


345.2464


27.6861


1I2.0397


49.8476 
0.0


337.5649 
345.3868


354.4602


b*6.23 
27. 063


*0.180


17.0601


0.0


343.4155


346.8380


J50.5071


355.2377
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